
Climebot: an argumentative agent for climate
change

Abstract—While climate experts have agreed that global warm-
ing is real, this consensus has not reached all the society levels.
Our aim is to develop a conversational agent able to explain
issues related to global warming. The developed chatbot relies
on textual entailment to identify the best answer for a statement
conveyed by a human agent. To enhance the conversational
capabilities we employed the technical instrumentation provided
by the API.AI framework. To exploit domain knowledge, the
agent uses climate change ontologies converted into a adequate
format for the API.AI model. Hence, we developed a Climebot,
that is an argumentative agent for climate change based on
ontologies and textual entailment.

Index Terms—global warming, argumentation, textual entail-
ment, ontologies, natural language, conversational agent

I. INTRODUCTION

The idea of conversational agents is not new, chatbots like
ELIZA (1966) and PARRY (1975) stand as prove. However,
recent advancement in natural language processing relaunched
the idea of using computer as personal assistants, and so
the usage of conversational agents. Business-oriented per-
sonal assistants such as Siri, Cortana and Amazon Alexa has
received significant improvement during the last years but
much work still remains. One reason is that they deal with
information from large number of domains with complex and
unstructured information. However, more specific agents have
been successfully developed. Tielman et al. [11] has proposed
a virtual coach system that can be used as a personal assistant
by patients suffering from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.
The system is an ontology-based conversational agent with
minimal language prepossessing. The ontology is used to assist
the interpretation of user input and to steer the conversation
towards its goal. Similarly, our virtual coach ClimeBot op-
erates on a restricted domain, that is climate change. The
conversational capabilities of ClimeBot are enriched with
textual entailment reasoning to answer unknown questions.

The ultimate goal in the development of a conversational
agent is the passing of Turing test. In this line, Loebner
Prize competition gathers candidates for the title of the most
human like chatbot. Bradeško et all compare and discuss
in [4] the technologies used in chatbots which have won this
prize. They identify technologies such as: pattern matching,
textual parsing, Markov Chain Models, AIML and ontologies.
Even though our agent is more focused on delivering correct
information to users rather than acting like a human, the
fact that ClimeBot incorporates proven technologies opens the
perspective for future developments.

II. TECHNICAL INSTRUMENTATION

First, our chatbot relies on textual entailment to identify
the best answer for a statement conveyed by a human agent.
Second, we employed the technical instrumentation provided
by the API.AI framework to enhance to capabilities of our
chatbot. This section presents the above technologies: textual
entailment, respectively the API.AI framework.

A. Textual entailment

Textual entailment is a directional relationship between an
entailing text T and the entailed hypothesis, h, denoted by
T |= h, if the meaning of h can be inferred from the meaning
of T . Usually h is a shorter sentence than the text T . In
our approach, recognizing textual entailment (RTE) task labels
each entailment pair as either Entailed or Contradicted.A
confidence factor is attached to each label. Consider the pairs
〈T1, h1〉 and 〈T2, h2〉.

Example 1 (Entailment T |= h). Let the pair 〈T1, h1〉:
T1: “Humans are the main cause for global warming.”
h1: “Climate change is manmade.”

The hypothesis h1 in enclosed within T1. Therefore the pair
is labelled with entailment, noted by T1 � h1.

Example 2 (Non-entailment T 2 h). Let the pair 〈T2, h2〉:
T2: “Global warming and ice melting is a hoax.”
h2: “Climate change is real.”

The hypothesis h2 actually contradicts text T2. Therefore,
the pair is labelled with non-entailment, noted by T2 2 h2. For
further details on models for recognizing textual entailment,
the reader is referred to [6] and [10].

B. API.AI framework

Climebot is hosted on API.AI and follows its corresponding
interaction scheme. When a user sends a message to the bot,
it arrives at the API.AI platform where is converted into
an action object. This is further passed to an external web
server which applies the appropriate logic for resolving user’s
request and generates the textual response back to the user.
The main benefit of using API.AI as intermediary is that the
system will make use of the platform’s pattern matching and
machine learning algorithms for converting a user utterance to
an action. The model used by API.AI relies on four elements
to select an answer to a user’s query: Entities, Intents, Machine
learning and Context. Each entity is either a list of concepts
and their associated synonyms or a list of other entities (i.e.978-1-5090-3899-2/16 $31.00 c© 2016 IEEE



composite entity). An intent is a list of user utterances, on
which entities have been marked. An action is associated with
each intent, it consists of a name and a list of parameters
representing a subset of the marked entities (i.e. their type and
actual text identified). The value of a parameter can be either
the name of the corresponding entity or the actual text that
identified the entity. Contexts are similar to boolean variables
and are used to track the state of the conversation. Activation
of user utterances can be conditioned with the use of contexts,
resulting in a more human like conversation. The current
version of Climebot uses only one default context for all
interactions but future version could exploit this functionality
to enhance the user experience. Simple examples of an entity
and an intent are presented below.

Entity
Name Animal
Type Simple
Content Penguin = “penguin; spheniscidae;

galapagos penguin; king penguin;”
Intent

Name isDefinedBy

Utterances What is a [king penguin]Penguin?
Please tell be about
[galapagos penguin]Penguin

Action ActionName: define
Parameters: PenguinEntity = Penguin;
PenguinOriginal = actual text. Ex: king
penguin

In the API.AI model there is no direct way to include struc-
tured knowledge - such as OWL ontologies. The knowledge
in API.AI is structured as lists mainly, hence lacking the rich
expressivity provided by ontologies. Our technical solution to
include knowledge from ontologies into the API.AI model is
based on the development of an annotation language together
with a translation model for matching Aboxes from ontologies
to the API.AI main concepts. This annotation language is
detailed in the following section.

III. ANNOTATION LANGUAGE

The annotation language is developed to transfer knowledge
from an ontology to the pattern matching module of API.AI.
The language consists of annotation elements added to both
instances and roles of the ontology. There are four annotation
types: Label, Utterance, Action, Response.

Definition 1 (Individual annotation). Individuals are associ-
ated with two annotations. The first annotation defines the
entity represented by that individual while the second one lists
the possible synonyms for the individual. The format for these
annotations is:

isDefinedBy = < definition >
hasSynonyms = syn1; syn2; ...; synn

Example 3. For the individual polarBear, the corresponding
annotations can be:
isDefinedBy = A large white Arctic bear ...
hasSynonyms = polar bear; ice bear; ursus maritimus

Annotation language treats each role in the ontology as a set
of possible interactions between users and the system. Each
interaction is defined by a user input and the system reaction
to that input - which is an interrogation of the knowledge base.
User input is bound to its respective reaction with the use of a
label, placed at the beginning of each annotation. The general
format for a role annotation is: 〈label〉; 〈rest of annotation〉.

Annotations which describe system’s reaction are called
query logic annotations and are of two types. Firstly, query
annotation which defines the actual interrogation process that
will take place. It contains a metadata section and a query
section. The metadata section specify the query engine that
will be used - either SPARQL or INFERENCE in Description
Logics (performed with Hermmit reasoner). The query section
formalises a template of the query.

Definition 2 (Role annotation for queries). A query annotation
is a triple 〈l;m; t〉 where l is the label of the query, m is
the query metadata m = 〈query engine〉, while t is the
query text in which parameters are replaced by a placeholder:
@〈class name〉.

Example 4 (Role query annotation using SPARQL). Consider
the role isDefinedBy, a possible query annotation could be:

〈 base; SPARQL; SELECT ?x WHERE
{@Concept rdfs:isDefinedBy ?x}〉

Here “base” is the label, “SPARQL” identifies the query
engine, and the rest is the query template. “@Concept” is a
query parameter placeholder which indicates that the value
of any individuals from Concept class or its subclasses is
accepted as parameter.

Secondly, response annotations which consist of a set of
response templates together with conditions for using a certain
template. This type of annotation contains a restriction section
and a response template section.

Definition 3 (Role annotation for responses). A response
annotation is a triple 〈l; r; t〉 where l is the label, r the list of
restrictions and t is the response template in which parameters
are replaced by a placeholder: @pi.

Example 5 (Response annotation). Consider the role
“harms”, a possible response annotation could be:

〈 label; x∧
1 3; The top three factors affecting @p1 are: @x1〉

This response is applied when the result returned for query
variable x1 has only three values. The placeholder @p1 is
replaced with the first query parameter and @x1 is replaced
with the query result.

Annotations which describe user input are called utterance
annotations. They are used to configure the API.AI platform
in order to specify what texts would be recognized from the
user input. They also specify the type of action to be executed
by the system. We needed two utterance annotations, noted Q
and S. Q stands for query and informs the system that the
user wants to obtain information from the system. S stands



for statement and informs the system that the user utterance
contains both the parameters and the answer for the query. In
this case, the system should check if the answer is appropriate.
The format of this type of annotations is similar with the
response annotation.

Definition 4 (Role annotation for user input). A utterance
annotation is a triple 〈l; r; t〉 where l is the label, r the type
of the action to be performed - either Q or S, and t is the
utterance template in which parameters are replaced by a
placeholder: @pi.

Example 6 (Response annotation). Consider the role “isDe-
finedBy” presented above. A utterance annotation could be:

〈 label; Q; isDefinedBy @p1 〉

The placeholder @pi is replaced with any individual which
can be accepted as the ith parameter of the query. The
corresponding query is identified by the name of the role and
the label.

The above annotation language facilitates the integration
of domain ontologies into the API.AI model. The following
section focuses on describing how domain knowledge enriches
the capabilities of our chatbot.

IV. USING KNOWLEDGE FROM CLIMATE CHANGE

Our Climebot is fed with two knowledge sources: a corpus
of debate topics on climate change, respectively a climate
change ontology. These knowledge sources are described in
the following two subsections.

A. Training with an argumentative corpus on climate change

We use the debate corpus related to climate change
from [7]. The corpus contains 142 debate topics with
877 pro and against arguments extracted from three de-
bate sites: Debatepedia (http://www.debatepedia.org), de-
bate.org (http://www.debate.org), and For and Against
(http://www.forandagainst.com). Each argument is a pair of
texts and hypothesis The pairs are annotated with two rela-
tions: entailment or contradiction/nonentailment.

Example 7 (Argument example). Let the
argument a containing the pair 〈T1, h1〉:
T1: Without a doubt, we have caused global climate

change and need to reverse the trend. Our releasing
of greenhouse gases has gone beyond what the Earth
is able to fix on its own. We need to reverse our habits
and focus upon environmentally friendly solutions to
avoid future problems and issues.

h1: The global climate change manmade.
The argument was manually annotated by its conveyor with
the “Pro“ label, meaning that T1 is in favour of h1. Hence,
we treat the pair 〈T1, h1〉 as an entailment relation.

For various experiments with textual entailment, we ad-
ditionally used the RTE corpora [3]. Each RTE corpus is
divided in a train set of 567 hypotheses, and a test set of
800 hypotheses.

B. Climate change ontology
We did not focus on developing a large scale ontology

on climate change. Instead, we designed a climate change
ontology aiming to illustrate the advantages of interleaving
ontology reasoning with textual entailment when selecting a
relevant answer to a user query1.

Example 8. Consider two individuals polarBear : Animal
and climatechange : Event with both Animal v
Concept and Event v Concept. The assertion
(climatechange, polarbear) : harm enacts the role
harm between the two individuals. There is also the role
isDefinedBy which correlates an individual with its
definition.

The Abox in Example 8 needs two individual annotations
for climatechange and polarBear, one annotation for the
role harm, and one for the role isDefinedBy as follows:

climateChange
isDefinedBy “A change in temperature ... ”
hasSynonym “climate change; global warming”

polarBear
isDefinedBy “A large white arctic bear ... ”
hasSynonym “polar bear; ice bear; Ursus Maritimus”

harms
query harm; INF; harms some {@Animal}
utterance harm; Q; What harms @p1 ?
response harm; x1∧1; The main actor in harming

@p1 is @x1

isDefinedBy
queryMap base; SPARQL; SELECT ?x1 WHERE

cb:@Concept rdfs:isDefinedBy ?x1
utteranceMap base; Q; Can you define @p1 ?
responseMap base; ; @x1

Here, each individual was given a corresponding
isDefinedBy annotation containing its definition and a
hasSynonym annotation containing the list of texts which
would be used to identify the individual. Each role has
assigned three annotations. Firstly queryMap annotation
which contains pairs of labels and query logic. Secondly
the utteranceMap annotation which contains the list of
possible user inputs associated with each label. Finally the
responseMap annotation with the responses associated to
each label.

V. QUESTION ANSWERING WITH TEXTUAL ENTAILMENT

This section starts by presenting the architecture of our chat-
bot. Then, it focuses on the module developed on importing
ontologies into the API.AI platform. Finally, it presents the
conceptual module, responsible to recognise textual entailment
within the climate change domain.

A. System architecture
Climebot relies on a modular architecture to accommodate

various methods for responding to users input. Modules are

1We also assume the reader is familiarised with basic terminologies of
description logics. For a detailed explanation about families of description
logics, the reader is referred to [2].



Fig. 1. System architecture.

position in a stack like structure and user queries are sent
down from the top of the stack until a module is able to
provide an answer. Each module contains: a knowledge base,
an initialization mechanism and a logic for dealing with users
requests. This architecture provides increased flexibility and
allows for better configuration of the system.

A high level view of our system is presented in Figure 1.
Here, the chatbot comes with two modules: an ontology
module which allows question answering based on data stored
in OWL, and a textual entailment module used as a fallback
mechanism (i.e tries to provide an answer to any query). This
two modules provide a set of minimum capabilities for the
conversational agent, while new modules can be added to
enhance the system capabilities.

Note that each module is divided in two parts: Interrogation
and Configuration. The way in which one communicates with
the system is different for normal users and administrators.
User’s requests are processed in the interrogation part. They
are sent from one of the chats our agent can be integrated
to (for example Slack) and are passed through the API.AI
processing phase. The API.AI creates an action object which
is further passed through the stack of interrogation modules.
The answer is returned also through API.AI. Differently,
administrators communicate with the configuration part of
each module. They can interact directly with the web server
and perform changes independently to each module using its
corresponding endpoint. The configuration part of one of the
modules must include logic for handling the API.AI model
used (in our system this is done by the ontology module).

The top level execution flow of our system is described in
the Algorithm 1. Given a utterance u from the human agent,
the aim of the algorithm is to identify the most relevant answer.
The answer is generated based on two knowledge sources:
the climate change ontology O and a corpus of arguments
of climate change. The modular architecture ensures that the

system tries to answer the question using information in
ontology first and only if no answer can be generated the
entailment module is used. The following sections describe in
detail the modules of the chatbot.

Algorithm 1: Top level execution flow
Input: O - annotated Climate change ontology;
C[ti, hi] - question/answer pairs on climate change
S[si, sj ] - similar question pairs on climate change
Api - api.ai module
Ont - ontology module
TEnt - textual entailment module
u - utterance of human agent
Output: a, answer from the chatbot

1 R ← ∅ - set of query results
2 Resp← ∅ - set of response templates
3 P ← ∅ - set of action parameters
4 〈a,P〉 ← Api.ExtractActionAndParameters(u)
5 if a 6≡ fallbackAction then
6 q ← Ont.ExtractQuery(a,P,O)
7 R ← Ont.ExecuteQuery(q,O)
8 Resp← Ont.ExtractReponse(R,O)
9 if Resp 6≡ ∅ then

10 a← Ont.F illReponseTemplate(Resp,R,P)
11 return a

12 s← TEnt.GetMostSimilarHypo(u,S)
13 a← TEnt.GetResponseForHypo(s, C)
14 return a

B. Ontology module

This module deals with both the translations of the ontology
to API.AI format and with the extraction of knowledge from
the ontology as a response to a user action. In order to achieve
any of these, the annotation language defined in section III is
used.

1) Extending the API.AI model with ontologies: Once the
ontology is defined, the API.AI needs to be configured. The
translation from an OWL ontology to the API.AI model is
done as follows:

Firstly, for each class, an entity is created. If the class has
sub classes, it is defined as a composite entity otherwise as
a simple entity. For simple entities, for each individual in a
class a concept-synonym list association is created and added
to that entity. In Example 8, the created model consists of two
simple entities and a composite entity:

Animal
PolarBear polar bear, ice bear, Ursus Maritimus

Event
ClimateChange climate change, global warming

Concept
Composite entity of: Animal and Event classes

Secondly, for each role in ontology, a set of intents are cre-
ated, one intent for each label. Each intent has user utterances



described from the corresponding lines in utterancesMap.
During translation, the parameter placeholders are replaced
with previously created API.AI entities. The action parameters
are also set to return the annotated entities from the utterance.
In Example 8 there is only one label for each role and so only
one intent is created for each of them:

harms : harm

Utterance List
What harms [polarbear]Animal?
What harms [icebear]Animal?
What harms [UrsusMaritimus]Animal?

Action ActionName: harms:harm
Parameters: Animal1 = PolarBear; Ani-
mal1Original = Actual text. Ex: ice bear

isDefinedBy : base

Utterance List

Can you define [polarbear]Concept ?
Can you define [icebear]Concept ?
Can you define
[UrsusMaritimus]Concept

Can you define [climatechange]Concept

Can you define [globalwarming]Concept

Action ActionName: define:base
Parameters: Concept1 = PolarBear or Cli-
mateChange; Concept1Original = Actual
text. Ex: global warming

Here, for each newly created intent, in order to create the
utterance list the solely utterance template from the annotation
is used (ex: What harms @p1 ?). The parameter @p1 of this
utterance is correlated with the class specified as the first
parameter of the query with the matching label (ex: Animal).
All templates associated with a label have the same number
of parameters. User utterances are created by replacing the
parameter with synonyms of all individuals that are part of
the identified class. The action name is the same as the intent
name and has the format 〈role:label〉. For each parameter in
utterances two parameters are associated to the action: one has
the value equal to the name of the identified individual and
the second one contains the actual text written by user.

2) Importing knowledge from the ontology: Following the
above configuration step, the user input is passed through
API.AI platform where an action together with its actual
parameters is created. This action is sent to the ontology
module and the system’s answer is generated, as the Example 9
bears out.

Example 9 (Response retrieval using ontology). Consider
the DL axioms from Example 8 and the user input “What
harms polar bears?”. The action identified by API.AI would be
“harms:harm” having as parameters “Animal1 = PolarBear”
and “Animal1Original = polar bears”.

The system receives from the API.AI this action together
with its parameter. Using the action name, which has the
format “role:label”, the corresponding query is identified, by
reading the queryMap annotation of that property and choosing
the appropriate entry, based on label. For our example this is:

〈 harm; INF; harms some {@Animal}〉

From the query annotation, the system extracts the template
section and replaces the parameter placeholder with its actual

value. Then, using the information in metadata section, the
corresponding query engine will be activated. For Example 9
this step leads to:

Query harms some {PolarBear}
Engine INF identifies the inference engine to be used
Result [ClimateChange]

This query result needs to placed it in a textual form. For
this, the system reads from responseMap the annotation that
corresponds to the given property and label. Since multiple
response annotations can be associated with one label the
system would filter them using the restriction section of each
annotation. If, after this filtering, multiple possibilities remain,
a random one is chosen. From the selected response annotation
the response template is extracted and both parameter and
result placeholders are replaced with the actual values: labels
of the returned values for result placeholders and the original
parameter value for parameters. Finally, the following answer
is returned:

Annotation harm;x1∧1; The main actor in harming @p1
is @x1

Parameters p1 = Animal1Original = polar bear
x1 = label of ClimateChange = global warming

Response The main actor in harming polar bear is global
warming

C. Textual entailment module
When the relevant knowledge cannot be identified in the

ontology, the chatbot applies textual entailment machinery.
Technically, the entailment module is activated either when
the API.AI does not identify an intent for the user utterance,
case in which it sends a predefined fallback intent, or when
due to restrictions, no response template can be used in the
ontology query module.

We need to estimate the similarity between the user input
with the questions in debate corpus. Our solution to extract
the most similar hypothesis to user’s utterance is based on
hierarchical clustering and textual entailment.

1) Use debate corpus for training: The entailment module
uses for training a debate corpus in climate change and also
a textual entailment model. First, the distances between each
pair of hypothesis in the debate corpus are computed using the
cosine similarity measure. Second, this distances are used to
perform a hierarchical clustering based on the Ward’s method.
Third, the hierarchy is pruned according to a specific rule set.
The pruning rules defined by the system are: prune at a given
level counted from top, prune at a given level counted from
bottom, do a breadth first search and stop when number of
clusters is bigger than set value, prune when cluster size is
bellow value. The quality of clusters obtained depends on the
data-set and the pruning strategy. For the debate corpus used
by Climebot the last strategy led to the best results (i.e. large
number of relatively small clusters). Forth, a post processing
phase takes place which eliminates those clusters with a size
below a threshold and hence avoiding the situation where
many clusters with only few elements are created.

Having the clusters in place, a textual entailment model is
created to allow for newly inserted texts to be compared with



the ones from the debate corpus. The entailment algorithm
used is BIUTEE, from the Excitement Open Project (EOP) [9].
BIUTEE calculates entailment score by performing an iterative
transformation process. The algorithm is trained on a set
of annotated hypothesis/text pairs, the annotation is either
“entailment” or “nonentailment”.

In order to perform the training, a train data-set needs to
be created from the clusters previously defined. We assume
that the hypotheses inside a cluster are similar to each other
and not similar to those from other clusters. Starting from this
assumption a set of “entailment” annotated pairs is created
from the similar hypothesis and a set of “nonentailment”
annotated pairs is generated from not similar hypothesis. Both
of these sets are then added to the train data-set, and BIUTEE
algorithm is trained. Example 10 shows how entailment and
non-entailment pairs are generated from hierachical clustering.

Example 10 (Generating train corpus from hierarchical clus-
ters). Consider the following five hypotheses organized in two
clusters.

Cluster 1 1. Is global climate change man-made?
2. Have humans caused climate change?

Cluster 2
3. Enough land for reforestation to be a viable
solution
4. Aerial reforestation cuts costs of reforesta-
tion
5. Is reforestation economical and feasible?

The train set obtained would contain the pairs {(1,2),
(2,1), (3,4), (4,3), (3,5), (5,3), (4,5), (5,4)} annotated as
“entailment” and the pairs {(1,3), (3,1), (1,4), (4,1), (1,5),
(5,1), (2,3), (3,2), (2,4), (4,2), (2,5), (5,2)} annotated as
“nonentailment”

Algorithm 2 formalizes the entire process of generating
labeled pairs for training the entailment machinery.

Algorithm 2: Generating train corpus from hierarchical
clusters

Input: A[ti, hi] - question answer pairs on climate
change

Output: T [hi, hj , l] - labeled pairs of hypotheses
1 H ← ∅ - set of hypotheses
2 C ← ∅ - set of clusters
3 H ← extractHypothesis(A)
4 C ← createClusters(H)
5 foreach c1 in C do
6 foreach 〈h1, h2〉 in c1 do
7 addPairs(T , h1, h2, “Entailment′′)

8 foreach c2 6≡ c1 in C do
9 foreach h1 in c1 and h2 in c1 do

10 addPair(T , h1, h2, “NonEntailment′′)

11 return T

2) Interrogation of entailment module: Assume the simple
ontology form Example 8 and that the entailment module was
training based on the pair generated based on the method
presented in the previous subsection.

Here, the API.AI sends the action to the ontology module
which fails to deliver an answer. Consequently, the entailment
module is enacted. Before computing the similarity scores, a
preparation phase takes place. This phase creates pairs having
the user text as one element and a hypothesis from the train set
as the second element. Finally, the set of created pairs is given
to the entailment algorithm, as a test set, and the algorithm
returns a similarity score associated with each pair. From the
obtained results, the one with highest score is selected and, as
response to the user input, the response of this hypothesis is
returned. This method is illustrated by example 11.

Example 11 (Selecting the answer with the highest confidence
for entailment). Consider the system trained as in example 10
and the following user input: “0. Are humans responsible for
climate change ?”. The pairs added to the test dataset are:
{ (0,1), (0,2), (0,3), (0,4), (0,5), (0,6) }. This set is given
to BIUTEE algorithm and a score is obtained for each pair.
Assume the second hypothesis (“Have humans caused climate
change?”) has the highest score, than the system would return
the answer of this hypothesis to the user.

VI. RUNNING EXPERIMENTS

The running experiments aimed to assess: i) the impact of
knowledge resources on textual entailment performance, ii) the
impact of clustering method on textual entailed performance
and iii) the relevance of selecting a different threshold confi-
dence score for inferring entailment.

A. Impact of external resources on textual entailment

BIUTEE algorithm allows for external resources to be used
in order to improve results. Three such resources are used by
our Climebot: Wordnet, VerbOcean [5] and a set of syntactic
resources (i.e. paraphrasing rules) that come with BIUTEE. A
series of experiments was ran, with all combinations of these
resources, using RTE datasets, to determine the impact of these
knowledge resourced on textual entailment performance. The
configurations of each experiment can be seen in Table I and
their results, order by both accuracy and F1 score, in Table II.

Surprisingly, both in terms of accuracy and F1 measure
the impact is no more than 1.5 percent. The result suggests
that generic lexical resources (even if they are comprehensive
like WordNet or VerbOcean) do not significantly improve the
performance given by machine learning only. In this line, the
burden seems to be on providing a relevant training set for the
machine learning algorithms within the textual entailment ma-
chinery and not on searching for various synonym, meronym
or antonym replacements. Our insights are that the search
space in WordNEt and VerbOcean is too large and fails to
deliver relevant results for decreasing the distance between
the text T and hypothesis h. The search was configured for
a deep level of 2 in WordNet with the synonym, hypernym,
holonym and meronym relation interpreted as entailment. For
VerbOcean the only allowed relation is “stronger than” while
for the syntactic resources there are no configuration parame-
ters. The preprocessing step use easyfirst parser with Stanford
POS tagger and NER classifier. Henceforth, good heuristics



TABLE I
RESOURCES USED BY EXPERIMENTS

Resources
Wordnet Syntactic VerbOcean

Reference 1 No No No
Reference 2 No No Yes
Reference 3 No Yes No
Reference 4 No Yes Yes
Reference 5 Yes No No
Reference 6 Yes No Yes
Reference 7 Yes Yes No
Reference 8 Yes Yes Yes

TABLE II
IMPROVEMENT DUE TO EXTERNAL RESOURCES

Ordered By Accuracy Ordered By F1
Reference 8 0.6154 Reference 8 0.6621
Reference 7 0.6104 Reference 7 0.6616
Reference 3 0.6092 Reference 3 0.6568
Reference 4 0.6079 Reference 1 0.6567
Reference 1 0.6059 Reference 5 0.6557
Reference 5 0.6046 Reference 4 0.6555
Reference 2 0.6038 Reference 2 0.6549
Reference 6 0.6038 Reference 6 0.6546

are required for computing the relevant replacments based
on WordNet or Verbocean. However, these results cannot be
generalised to specific domain knowledge - for instance a
climate change ontology - where the search space is much
smaller.

For the highest results were obtained when all three re-
sources WordNet, VerbOcean and Syntactic were enabled
(Reference 8 in Table II), this configuration is the default one
for our Climebot.

B. Impact of clustering on textual entailment

The debate corpus used by Climebot contains pairs of debate
topics correlated with their respective answers. Although this
allows a simple extraction of the answer once a question was
selected, the set is not suitable for finding similarities between
questions. In order to overcome this problem a new dataset was
created, from debate corpus, to be used for textual entailment.
The new set consists of pairs of hypothesis as described in
Section V-C1. Here we assess the impact of our clustering
method on textual entailment performance.

The experiments were performed using RTE1, RTE2 and
RTE3 datasets, which were extended with pairs of hypothesis
generated using the clustering algorithm. Due to the large num-
ber of nonentailment hypothesis pairs, that can be generated
by the clustering method, the training phase of the experiment
can take a long time. To avoid this, only a subset of those pairs
was selected to be added in the train set. Three experiments
were performed with different number of nonentailment pairs
used. This number was selected for each hypothesis relative
to the number of entailment pairs created for that hypothesis.
The selection of hypotheses was done by sorting them using
cluster distances and selecting the ones which are farthest. For
each experiment, the logic for calculating the number is listed

TABLE III
NONENTAILMENT PAIRS SELECTION

Logic (relative to entailment number)
Experiment 1 Equal
Experiment 2 Double
Experiment 3 Triple

TABLE IV
DATASET EXTENSION WITH CLUSTERING HYPOTHESES

Added pairs Results
Accuracy F1

RTE 1

Reference 0 0.585 0.6193
Experiment 1 2964 0.5325 0.6556
Experiment 2 4446 0.5288 0.6133
Experiment 3 5928 0.5275 0.628

RTE 2

Reference 0 0.6013 0.6653
Experiment 1 5432 0.5363 0.6562
Experiment 2 8148 0.57 0.6504
Experiment 3 10864 0.5675 0.6319

RTE 3

Reference 0 0.6563 0.7014
Experiment 1 5156 0.5538 0.6716
Experiment 2 7734 0.58 0.6667
Experiment 3 10312 0.5638 0.6824

in Table III.
Table IV presents for each experiments the accuracy and F1

score obtained. It can be observed that a slight decrees in both
Accuracy and F1 score occur. However, since Climebot only
requires for the pair with highest score to be indeed the a pair
of similar questions, this decrees does not critically affect the
system. Few examples of top similar hypothesis returned by
the system are presented in Table V.

C. Threshold selection

The textual entailment algorithm assigns a confidence score
to each text/hypothesis pair. The pairs are then assigned to
either “entailment” or “nonentailment” category by comparing
their score with a threshold value. The default value used by
BIUTEE algorithm is 0.5. We observed that by adding the
clustering method the scores tend to increase for all pairs. In
order to compensate for this, different values for the threshold
have been tried and the effect was observed on the accuracy
and F1 values. Datasets used were RTE1 and Experiment 1,
from previous section. Figure 2 and figure 3 show these effects.
It can be observed that the accuracy tends to reach a constant
value for a threshold higher than 0.5 when cluster hypotheses
are added. The effect on F1 measure is that of a slower
decrees, for threshold values greater than 0.5. Because the

TABLE V
EXAMPLE OF TOP QUESTIONS RETURNED WITH ENTAILMENT

Question Similar questions
Is climate change caused
by humans ?

Is climate change man-made(no) or natural
(yes)?
Is climate change a religion?

Should we ban plastic
bags ?

Should plastic bags be banned from grocery
stores?
Are plastic bag bans beneficial?



Fig. 2. Variation of accuracy with threshold

Fig. 3. Variation of F1 score with threshold

experiments show that there is no significant gain in modifying
the threshold, the default value is used in Climebot.

VII. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

Unger et al. [12] state that most Q&A systems translate
queries into triples which are further matched against RDF
data to retrieve the answer. They took different approach and
developed a system which parses users question and produces
a SPARQL template that mirrors the internal structure of the
question. The template is further instantiated using statistical
entity identification and predicate detection. Al-Zubaide et
al. [1] argue that the usage of proven technologies such as
relational databases is a better approach for modelling and
querying the knowledge of an agent. They have developed
a mapping technique to transform ontologies into relational
databases. The ontology module of our system implements
a template-based method but instead of using external files,
written in AIML language, it stores the additional information
inside the ontology in the form of annotations. Our approach
also delegates the template matching functionality to API.AI
platform, where both simple pattern matching (a proprietary
machine learning approach) is used to extract the information
from user’s utterance. Furthermore, because the query to be
executed for each user action is written by the administrator
and only filled with parameters at query execution, it is not
restricted in terms of the complexity of queries it can perform.

The fallback mechanism of Climebot system is based on
finding a similar question to the one inserted by the user. This
is not a trivial problem because statistical methods won’t work
due to little word overlap. There are multiple attempts for
determination of similar question pairs in literature. Jeon et

al. [8] have developed a translation based question retrieval
model using the similarity between answers in the archive
to estimate the probabilities used in the model. They treat
the collection of similar question pairs as a bilingual corpus
and use the IBM machine translation model to learn word
translation probabilities [13]. The current version of Climebot
acts like an agent that interacts with users, in order to provide
them with verified information. Future versions would allow
it to start a conversation regarding a topic and also contradict
a user with relevant arguments.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We managed here to incorporating OWL ontologies into the
Api.ai model. This is an important feature for development
of domain oriented chatbots. We also proposed a clustering-
based method for extending the document corpus with relevant
entailment-nonentailment pairs. This features would be par-
ticularly relevant when the available training set is relatively
small.
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